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Abstract: Simulation modelling is one way to determine
the capacity of railway lines. The specialized software tool
OpenTrack was used for simulation. The aim of this pa-
per was to find out whether the OpenTrack simulation soft-
ware can be used for the calculation of headway, and to
compare the results with the methodology of the Railway
Infrastructure Administration (SŽDC). Using the software
tool, a detailed transport network model can be created
including all its important characteristics. The simulation
follows the movements and behaviour of trains with pre-
defined parameters on the modelled railway line. Open-
Track allows for monitoring a range of parameters includ-
ing not only train delays, train conflicts and train traffic
flow, but also for instance train energy performance and
headways. During the first stage of work with OpenTrack,
a simulationmodelwas created, not reflecting any existing
infrastructure but including parameters typical of railway
lines in the Czech Republic, such as the configuration of
gridirons, length of station tracks, size of block sections,
etc. This model was subsequently used for the simulation
of type train set journeys, and a headway calculator was
used for the calculation of headway values. These values
were compared with themethodology used by the Railway
Infrastructure Administration. The paper is concluded by
the comparison of the above mentioned approaches.
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1 Introduction
Usable capacity is one of the key factors determining the
transport possibilities of railway infrastructure. Mostly an-
alytical methods are currently used for its assessment. In
the Czech Republic, mostly the ČD D24 methodology had
been used for capacity assessment until it was replaced in
June 2019 by the new SŽDC SM 124 – Establishing Railway
Capacity directive [1, 2]. Another way of establishing rail-
way capacity is the methodology described in UIC Codex
406 – Capacity [3]. Both these methodologies are primar-
ily based on the assumption that railway line can be de-
scribed as a bulk servicing system with an unlimited sup-
ply of input parameters (there is always a train available).
However, the most prevalent mode of traffic is currently
passenger transport with periodic timetables. Such traffic
characteristics result in the distortion of results achieved
with analyticalmethods for establishingusable capacity of
lines. In periodic timetables, there is an increased number
of additional occupancy times which are difficult to quan-
tify [4]. At the same time, there is an increase in the range
of variants of train speed, which leads to an even greater
distortion of the results of analytical methods and a de-
crease in the actual usable capacity of railway infrastruc-
ture. Considering the constant development ofmethodolo-
gies in determining the capacity of railway lines, the SŽDC
SM 124 directive allows for the use of computer simula-
tion as well. This methodology describes the possible ap-
proaches to the use of simulation and sets out the indica-
tors to be used for railway line capacity assessment [5].

The use of simulation modelling opens up new possi-
bilities in determining railway line capacity. Simulation al-
lows for checking the usable capacity of any part of rail-
way infrastructure taking into account local specificities
and traffic characteristics [6]. However unlike in analytical
methods, the output of simulation is not a specific value
describing the usable capacity of the line. The output of
simulation is an analysis of specific operational situations
and of the stability of the proposed timetable and the de-
termination of bottlenecks in the transport network con-
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sidered. For the simulation results to be correctly general-
ized, there have to be multiple experiments, and multiple
possible operational scenarios have to be examined. For
this purpose, a railway infrastructure model is currently
being devised at the Department of Transport Technology
and Control of the Faculty of Transport Engineering of the
University of Pardubice for assessing the new possibilities
of using computer simulation in railway line capacity de-
termination. Themodel has been created in theOpenTrack
software, which has been designed for railway trafficmod-
elling. This paper describes OpenTrack and the modelling
therein. At the same time, the first results are presented
here which were obtained using the model. To verify the
functioning of the model and explore the possibilities of
the use of OpenTrack, we decided to determine headways
for selected train categories. The amount of headway is
one of the key components of line capacity assessment.

2 Simulation model preparation
The simulation was made in the OpenTrack simulation
software used for the simulation of operation of any type
of rail transport. Designed by the Swiss Federal Technol-
ogy Institute for Transport Planning and Systems, the soft-
ware is already widely used in the Czech Republic. Open-
Track is mainly used for assessing the capacity of railway
infrastructure or other types of rail infrastructure, for eval-
uating the stability of proposed timetables and for testing
the train energy performance. The input data for the simu-
lationmodel is data on infrastructure, vehicles and timeta-
bles. The software has been designed in a way that it al-
lows for creating a model respecting the specificities of
different railway systems, including mainly the different
transport and signal regulations and the particular char-
acteristics of train safety devices [6–8].

Every transportmodel is a certain simplification of the
actual infrastructure and traffic. Such simplification can
indeed lead to a certain distortion of results aswell. The ad-
vantage of OpenTrack is the fact that it allows for including
all relevant parameters in the model for it to be as realistic
as possible. The level of detail of the model needs to be
set in a way to contain all important parameters that can
have an impact on the results of the subsequent simula-
tion. OpenTrack is especially suitable for designing micro-
scopic or mesoscopic simulation models. The simulation
model is made in three steps. The first step involves the
creation of a transport network model. In the second and
third steps, vehicle data and timetable data is fed to the
model, respectively [9, 10].

In the first step, infrastructure data is fed to themodel.
The infrastructure (transport network) is represented by
a network graph. The vertices of this graph represent the
kilometre position of locations on the infrastructurewhere
its decisive parameters are changed. The vertices also rep-
resent the kilometre position of devices for the organiza-
tion and control of railway traffic including signal points,
track circuits, axle counters, switches, fouling point mark-
ers, crossings, platforms, stations and stops. The defined
vertices are connected throughedges representing the indi-
vidual tracks. These edges are assigned the gradients and
alignments of the corresponding line sections [11].

The transport network graph is fed with the parame-
ters of different routes which can be used in the simula-
tion model. The station routes are defined by interlocking
tables determining the dependencies of the position of in-
dividual elements in the route. The routes are fed in three
steps. In the first step, the routes are defined and assigned
to different signal points. This step also involves defining
the mutual dependencies of the routes and inputting pa-
rameters corresponding to individual types of station and
rail safety devices. These parameters mainly include the
reaction times of safety devices and the times of route set-
ting and cancellation. OpenTrack searches for these routes
automatically. From this set of routes, the routes which are
acceptable for the given model are selected manually. The
second step involves the creation of combined routes, i.e.
paths. These combined routes are made of one or several
consecutive routes. The paths define the proposed short-
est possible train journeys in the model. At the same time,
this step simplifies the subsequent feeding of train jour-
ney itineraries. The third step involves feeding the jour-
ney itineraries of the individual trains (or groups of trains).
Made of the individual paths, the itineraries define the rail
and station tracks to be used by the train during its jour-
ney. Every line input can be made of several itineraries
for which it is necessary to define their priority. Based
on the availability of different routes, OpenTrack selects
the itinerary with the greatest priority. However, this func-
tion cannot replace a sophisticated technology respecting
the traffic control rules. Without external interventions in
the simulation, the software can only perform dispatching
control to a limited extent.

After feeding the infrastructure parameters and
routes, it is necessary to feed the model with vehicle data
as well. The first step involves feeding the data on traction
units including the traction unit name, weight, adhesion
weight, length, maximum speed, traction power supply
system, traction performance, coefficients of running and
vehicle resistance and type of train protection systemused.
In the second step, different types of trains are fed using
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a train editor. Every train is assigned a type of traction
unit and other parameters, such as: train category, weight,
maximum acceleration value, traction rise time, braking
characteristics and drag coefficient.

To be able to simulate the proposed operational con-
cepts, timetables have to be input as well. In this step, a
particular train is assigned a number, category, manner of
line occupation, temporal position and specific itineraries
with set preferences [12]. If for the simulation there is no
available timetable designed in another way, it has to be
created. This is possible by starting the simulation and ob-
taining the necessary travel times and technological times.

3 Data and methods
Simulation modelling is one of the possible tools for as-
sessing the possibilities of railway infrastructure. Between
2005 and 2015, more than 50 capacity assessing studies
were carried out in the United States and in Europe. About
65% of these studies use simulation or combined meth-
ods. In addition to OpenTrack, the following tools have
been used for simulation: MultiRail (United States), RAIL-
SIM (United States), SIMONE (Netherlands), RailSys (Ger-
many), DEMIURGE (France), RAILCAP (Belgium) a CMS
(Great Britain). The capacity assessment studies mostly re-
sulted in proposingmeasures to increase the capacity. Out
of the 25 studies examined in detail, in 14 cases the results
were at least partially validated, but only two studies in-
volved a complete validation of the results based on ex-
perience with their practical implementation. At the same
time it was found out that no two approaches to using sim-
ulation in capacity assessment are completely identical.
The different studies always reflect the national specifici-
ties and approaches to railway traffic control and organiza-
tion [13]. In this section of the paper, three studies will be
briefly describedwhere capacity was assessed using Open-
Track.

The first study deals with assessing the capacity of
the line Zagreb – Rijeka M202 (Croatia), which is part of
the TEN-T network. The purpose of the study was to ex-
plore the possibilities of future capacity increase after line
reconstruction. In the study, the traffic organization was
changed to increase the capacity for freight transport. The
simulation showed that by reconstructing the line and
changing the traffic organization, the line capacity for
freight transport would increase by 23% [14].

The second study dealt with the reconstruction of the
line R 201 Zaprešić – Zabok (Croatia). In this study, Open-
Track was used to simulate a future timetable. The study

also examined which train protection system would be
suitable. However, in simulating the different scenarios,
the benefits of implementation of the ETCS system com-
pared to the national train protection system were not
clearly demonstrated. The study assessed the benefits of
reconstruction in increasing the line attractiveness and ca-
pacity [15].

The third studydealswith traffic simulation on theBei-
jing – Shanghai high-speed railway. This study examined
the impact of shortening headways on increasing the line
capacity. The initial headway was set at 5 minutes. Differ-
ent scenarios were simulated with a progressive decrease
of headways to the final value of 3 minutes. What turned
out to be a limiting factor was the time spent at stations,
and that’s why in reducing headways, the time spent at
stations had to be shortened or individual groups of sta-
tions had to be skipped. At the same time, considering the
length of the section in question (1,318 km), it wasn’t possi-
ble to simulate the entire line length. Shortening the head-
way fromfive to threeminuteswould theoretically increase
the capacity by 72.7% [8].

4 Test infrastructure model
To explore new methods of assessing the capacity of rail-
way lines using simulation, a fictitious railway infrastruc-
ture model was designed in OpenTrack at the Department
of Transport Technology and Control of the Faculty of
Transport Engineering. Since in research, the focus is on
modern railway infrastructure, also this model was de-
signed only with modern infrastructure elements, safety
devices and vehicles.

A line was designed with a total length of 18.35 km
with three through stations and three stops. The linemodel
was designed to form an endless loop. Three interstation
sections were created, each with one stop. The line is
double-tracked in its entire length. After eliminating other
undesirable input variables, the line has the same verti-
cal alignment in its entire length and contains no curves.
All three stations are four-tracked with a different arrange-
ment and length of station gridirons and tracks between
the home signal and the outside switch. On gridirons,
switches were used with a speed range in diverging track
between 40 and 80 km·h−1. The stops are located relative
to the location of section signal devices and stations in a
way that they allow for themonitoring of their most appro-
priate positioning for the best possible usable capacity of
the given interstation section. Figure 1 shows a model of
one of the stations (Station A).
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Figure 1:Model Station A

Safety devices in the stations are modelled to meet
the parameters of an electronic signal box. At the sta-
tions, there are dependent signal devices with a speed sig-
nalling system. Line sections are fittedwith a bidirectional
three-element automatic block with five or six sections of
1,000 m. The length of line sections adjacent to the sta-
tions indeed depends on the length of the station gridirons
and of the tracks between the home signal and the outside
switch, and thus on the distance between the starting sig-
nals and block signals.

5 Headway
The termheadway, expressed by the unknownM, has been
defined in literature [16]. Its value is established as the
maximum value of three partial values (front operating
post partial headway, rear operating post partial headway
and line partial headway). The line partial headway is es-
tablished as the maximum value of partial headways for
the individual block sections. The correct determination of
headway is very important not only for the calculation of
capacity, but mainly for the creation of a stable train di-
agram and for a continuous traffic flow. According to the
general rules of the Railway Infrastructure Administration
methodology, this headway is rounded to the nearest half
minute. However, the calculation itself allows for deter-
mining the headway with an accuracy of seconds.

After creating the test infrastructure model, headway
was calculated using the OpenTrack tool called headway
calculator. This tool allows for determining theheadway of
two trains. Through multiple simulations, different head-
way values are tested and using the bisection method, the
final value is determinedwhichmeets the given conditions.
The basic scenario involves determining the value for a
conflict-free train diagram. Setting the calculator in differ-
ent ways, it is possible to test conflicting variants as well
(where the other train has to brake before the advance sig-

nal, before the home signal or it has to stop). These scenar-
ios can for example be used for peak hours.

For the headway simulation, rules were defined deter-
mining the behaviour of different train pairs depending on
the order of importance. The train order of importance is
based on the SŽDC D1 regulation – Transport and Signal
Regulation [17]. The rules for arrival and departure head-
ways are defined as follows:

• Arrival headway rules

– Where the train categories are the same, the
1st train goes directly, the 2nd one takes the
passing track.

– Where the 1st train is of higher category, it
goes directly, and the 2nd one takes the pass-
ing track.

– Where the 1st train is of lower category, it takes
the passing track, and the 2nd one goes di-
rectly.

– Where the 1st train is of Os category and the
2nd one is ofNex or Pn categories, the 1st train
always goes directly, and the 2ndone takes the
passing track.

• Departure headway rule – the 1st train always de-
parts from the main track, the 2nd train takes the
passing track (from the standstill).

At the same time, a single policy was created for the
stopping of passenger trains and the time they spend at
stations and stops. All trains of R and Os categories stop
at stations A, B, and C. They stay there for 60 seconds. At
stops, only Os category trains stop, spending there 30 sec-
onds [18].

For the purposes of the simulation, it was necessary
to enter the train set parameters to OpenTrack. Five type
train sets were selected representing trains that are com-
monly used on the Railway Infrastructure Administration
network. Their parameters are provided for in Table 1.
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Table 1: Parameters of type train sets used

Train
category

Train name Traction unit Vmax Train set
length

Train set
weight

Nex Container train TRAXX F 140 MS 120 km·h−1 600 m 1,000 t
Pn Coal ČD Cargo 363.5 80 km·h−1 600 m 1,800 t
Os CityElephant 471 140 km·h−1 80 m 155 t
R InterPanter 661 160 km·h−1 132 m 170 t
Ex Pendolino 680 200 km·h−1 185 m 385 t

Table 2: Results provided by the headway calculator for one of the sections

Line section B – C
Train 1

Tr
ai
n
2

Nex Pn Os R Ex
Arriv. Dep. Arriv. Dep. Arriv. Dep. Arriv. Dep. Arriv. Dep.

Nex 84 73 205 106 155 126 85 80 38 38
Pn 73 73 106 106 105 76 80 80 38 38
Os 73 73 128 113 135 136 80 80 38 38
R 141 73 219 175 192 154 80 149 38 38
Ex 200 73 278 153 251 148 172 127 62 38

Table 3: Results of the headway calculator after maximization

Line section B – C
Train 1

Tr
ai
n
2

Nex Pn Os R Ex
Nex 84 205 155 85 38
Pn 73 106 105 80 38
Os 73 128 136 80 38
R 141 219 192 149 38
Ex 200 278 251 172 62

Source: Authors

6 Headway simulation using
headway calculator

Using the infrastructure and train sets, the simulation was
performed to determine the headway values for different
train combinations. Each of the train pairs was simulated
separately on all interstation sections in two scenarios (ar-
rival at the front operating post and departure from the
rear operating post).

The output is six tables containing the headway val-
ues in seconds for different train combinations. The final
headway value is calculated as the maximum value from
each pair of values. One such pair is highlighted in bold in
Table 2.

The result is Table 3 only containing values corre-
sponding to the maximum value from each pair of ele-
ments.

These results were compared with those obtained by
themethoddescribed in literature [19, 20]. A total of twelve
train pairs was selected for the headway calculation.

For the calculation of travel times necessary for the an-
alytical calculationof headways, themeasuring instrument
was used which allows for monitoring the current speed
and current time of passing a given point in the network.
Subsequently, partial headways were calculated using for-
mula (1).

M = max (MZ , MP ,MT) [min] (1)

where:MZ is the rear operating post partial headway,
MP is the front operating post partial headway,
MT is the line operating post partial headway (maximum
headway value in case of more line sections).

The values of different operating intervals and partial
headways are composed of five partial times. This calcula-
tion is made using formula (2).

MZ, P, T = j1 + r + p + j2 + d [min] (2)

Where: j1 is the first train journey until the time of leaving
the place of danger (switch, block section, etc.)
r is the route cancellation time after the first train (safety
device reaction)
p is the preparation of the route for the second train (safety
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Table 4: Calculation of headways according to SM 104

Interstation section B – C
Trains assessed Train 1 Os Train 2 Os

Headway components
M Place of danger j1 r p j2 d M
MZ1 Station A (dep. gridiron) 16 6 6 0 18 46
MZ2 Section 1 70 6 12 0 18 106
MT1 Section 2 97 3 3 0 12 115
MT2 Section 3 197 3 3 −68 18 153
MT3 Section 4 228 3 3 −94 12 152
MT4 Section 5 254 3 3 −193 12 79
MP1 Station B (arriv. gridiron) 278 6 12 −226 12 82
MP2 Station B (station track) 279 3 3 −226 12 71
Resulting headway Maximum value from column M 153
Simulation result Simulated headway value 136
Verifying calculation Value after adding static component d 154

Figure 2: Graph of the journey of subsequent Os trains

device operation)
j2 is the second train journey since the time of occupation
d is the signal visibility or second train departure

Only the dynamic component j1 is related to the first
train journey in this method. Other times are related to the

second train journey. The dynamic component of the sec-
ond train is always calculated based on the reference time,
i.e. from the moment when the first time left the decisive
elements of infrastructure. For the sake of clarity of the cal-
culation, for each train pair a table was created containing
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Table 5: Comparison of headway values

Section First train Second train Headway
(OpenTrack simulation)

Headway
(SM 104 methodology)

Difference

A – B Nex Nex 96 98 −2.04%
A – B Pn Nex 254 255 −0.39%
B – A Pn Pn 114 113 0.88%
B – A Os Pn 130 122 6.56%
B – C Os Os 155 154 0.65%
B – C R Os 105 98 7.14%
C – B R R 123 122 0.82%
C – B R Ex 203 197 3.05%
C – A Ex Ex 88 89 −1.12%
C – A Nex Ex 239 241 −0.83%
A – C Os R 173 165 4.85%
A – C Pn Ex 307 307 0.00%
Average difference of headway values 1.33%

headway values, from which the maximum value was se-
lected representing the decisive headway [21]. In addition
to themaximumheadway values, the Table 4 indicates the
limiting infrastructure section as well. To illustrate the cal-
culation (Table 4), the interstation section B – C and head-
way for Os – Os trains were selected.

7 Results and Discussion
From the results provided in Table 4, it is clear that even
after adding the static component d (departure of the sec-
ond train from the stop), the results differ from those of
the simulation by one second. This deviation can be con-
sidered a measurement error. The static component d can
be integrated in the simulation model, or subsequently
added like in this case. Analytical calculations validated
the model and its functioning for establishing headways.
Just like in the example provided above, the maximum dif-
ference between the results of the simulation and analyti-
cal calculation was in the ones of seconds.

As can be seen from Table 4, limiting is interstation
section 3 as it contains stop (Stop BC), whereOs trains stop.
This limiting section canalso be identified through the sim-
ulation. Figure 2 shows a graph of Os train journey. As can
be seen from the graph, the journey of the second train is
disturbed where the headway calculated in Table 4 is not
observed. This leads to slowing down the journey of the
subsequent train due to braking before the occupied inter-
station section.

To assess the validity of the resulting headway val-
ues obtained through the simulation, Table 5 was created
comparing these values with headway values established
in accordance with the methodology described in litera-
ture [20]. The average difference between the results ob-
tained is 1.33%. Table 5 shows the percentage difference
for all the twelve cases assessed.

8 Conclusion
The main question to be answered by this paper was
whether it is possible to use the OpenTrack software for
simulations in calculating the capacity of railway lines in
Czech conditions. A fictitious infrastructure was created
and used for the simulation of actual type train sets to de-
termine the headway values. By comparing the simulation
results and the calculationsmade according to theRailway
Infrastructure Administration (SŽDC), it was established
that the approaches are mutually consistent, with the dif-
ference between the calculated values being less than 1.5%
on average. As such, our research has shown that it is pos-
sible to use OpenTrack for traffic simulation on Czech in-
frastructure and that the results of headway calculations
are consistent with those provided in literature [5, 16]. This
underlying assumption can serve as a basis for further re-
search in this field and for the use of OpenTrack as a tool
for assessing the railway line capacity in the Czech Repub-
lic.
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